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Mere than twenty percent rats cf inflation has brought a
concern to both politicians and economists. Inflation has
become a major economic and political issue in recent years.
Some economists used to think, -hat a developing economy
needs some sort of inflation. When an economy is expanding,
business firms need money to expand thier facilities, and
inflation makes it easier for them to operate the business.
The Phillips Curve suggests that inflation and recession
should have an inverse relation. It is also considered that
a rapidly developing econcmy will inevitably have some sort
of inflation. Contrary to these views, the recent inflation
comes with recession. Keynesiac economics fails to provide
a satisfactory solution to the stagflation. Government
spending as a stimulus to economic development simply does
not work for the stagflation.
Stagflation stems from cost push. The Korean government
blames OPEC price hikes en crude petroleum and world wide
inflation, particularly the inflation in the U.S., for the
Korean inflation. The import prices of all capital goods
and energies have become tco expensive and it is inevitable
that the government raised controlled prices. Industries

need more money to buy these expensive products and an
increase in mcney supply is a necessary step to avoid any
further burdens to the business firms which already faca a
shortage cf money. The government provides low interest
loans and encourages non-union types of wage negotiation to
minimize the cost increase to the firms.
Inflation, growth, and energy supplies are the most
important problems which the Korean economy must face today.
To answer these guestions, economists and government
organizations have built many interesting short-run and
long-run aggregate economic models. There are two popular
approaches: 1) aggregate econometric models and 2)
input-output models.
The Korean Development Inst itute (KDI) [ 3ef . 1] and Bank
of Kcrea (EOK) fRef. 2] aggregate econometric models are
examples cf the first group. These econometric models are
very valuable steooing-stones toward the construction of
practical and useful econcnic models.
They are built on the assumption that each endogenous
variable is related to other variables with a coefficient
which is invariant over time period. In many cases, the
stability cf the estimated coefficients over a period is
challenged. Ey adding a set of new data to the model and
running the sane structural equations, shows that structural
coefficients keeD changing.

The possible source of errors is the presence of
irrelevant variables or bias from the omitted variables, or
the wrona choice of either functional forms or explanatory
variables. It is evident that multiplier analysis or
simulation results from such aggregate econometric models
mav not be reliable. A continuing search for the reliable
econcmetric models for the Korean economy is currently being
undertaken by various groups of econcmetric researchers.
Another oopular tool for forecasting future economic
conditions and tracing the economic impact of outside shocks
is the input-cutput analysis. It is fortunate to have a
series of input -oat put transaction taoles [fief. 3] for the
Korean economy.
The usual input-output analysis is done under the
assumption that the technical coefficients are invariant
over a time period. Cne difficulty with the fixed
coefficient mcdel is it is incaoabile of incorporating the
economizing behavior of firms into the models. The 1979 cil
crisis is an illustration. An increase in crude oil prices
shculd affect the technical coefficients. The fixed
coefficient mcdel fails to respond to the firm's efforts to
substitute lsss expensive energy sources for the expensive
crude oil.
To make the input-output model mora flexible so as to
respond to such economizing behavior of firms, a variable

input-output coefficient ircdel is introduced for the Korean
economy. An interesting feature of the input-output model
is its variable coefficients which are derived from the
basic duality between production and price possibility
frontiers. From the dual relations, a set of price
frontiers can re obtained. These prices depend on input
elasticities, service pricas of capital stocks, wage rates,
the service orice of money and technical progress. These
variables affect the technical coefficients through the
orice variables.
The ourchase price of inputs, technical change, and the
sales price of output as determinants of the technical
coefficients were suggested by Halras [ Ref . 4] and many
other economists. THef. 5]
Arrow-Hcf f enter g [Ref. 6] attempted to forecast target
year inout-outout coefficients from the base year
coefficients, real output, and a ratio of defense spending
to real output. Another approach to variable input-output
coefficients is the RAS method. The RAS method [Ref. 7]
computes the target year coefficients from the base year
coefficients. However, these two approaches are not capable
of tracing the exogenous shocks such as the oil crisis
because of the models' incapability to respond to the input
price change. Recently, Hudson and Jorgenson [Ref. 5]
introduced an interesting macro- inter-industry model. They
10

successfully introduced pricas into the variation of
technical coefficients. Their model attempts to solve both
macrc and interindustry variables by using the translcg
-rice frontiers as a starting point. A further
disaggregation of the industrial sectors was done by a
sequential method.
The model is derived from the basic duality. Instead of
starting from a translcg price frontier, it is assumed that
each output is produced by additive and homogenous
production frontiers. An additive and nomogenous price
frontier for each product is derived from the profit
maximizing conditions. 3y jointly solving the price
frontiers, profit maximizing price levels are obtained. The
variable input-output coefficients are derive.d from the
incut-cutput transformation relations. It is assumed that
macrc variarles are excger.ously intertwined
Another interesting feature of the model is its
capability to identify the sources of cost push inflation
and its chain impact. Wage-related price multipliers,
money-related price multipliers, capital related price
multipliers, and non-tax related price multipliers are
introduced. These multipliers identify the contribution of
an increase in these primary input pricas and a tax cut to
the rates of inflation in the Korean economy.
11

The model is also used as a simulation to observe the
staaflation of the Korean economy when energy prices qc up
or when ths government controlled essential prices are
raised. It shews both the rare of recession and the rate of




II. THE VARIflELE INPUT-OUTPUT MODEL
Ccnsid€r the following production function: [Ref. 8]
f(x , a , x ,y) (2-1)
1 2 n
where x is the ith input to produce the output y, and p
i i
and p are the ith input pries and the output price
respectively.
The usual profit maximizing relations are:
f F t p
y i i
= and = (2-2)
f ? f p
i i J J
(i * j, i,j = 1, 2, . .
.
, n)
where f and f are the partial derivatives of the
y i
production frontier with respect to the output and the ith
input respectively. The price frontier is obtained from
(2-1) and (2-2). It is represented as:
g (P » d , ...p , p) = (2-3)
1 2 n
The variable input-output coefficients are derived from
(2-2). The discussion of the dual relation between the
production frontier and the price frontiers in the
Cobb-Eouglas and the Constant Elasticitiy of Substitution
(CES) cases will be presented.
13

A. TEE COEB-DGUGLAS PRODUCTION AND PRIGS FRONTIERS
Each industrial output is produced by a Cobb-Douglas
nroduction frontier.
n
lnx - a - s A lnx - 3 inM - C InL




(j = 1, 2, ...,ll)
where x = output of the jth industrial sactcr;
i
x = intermediate purchase of the ith output by the
ii
1th industry;
M = quantity of money em ploy ad by the jth industry;
1
L = labor services employed by the jth industry;
i
K = quantity of capital employ ad by the jth industry
i
A , B , C and E are the input elasticities of
ij 1 j j
intermediate inputs, money service, labor service and
capital service respectively. A is the technical
o j
progress parameters.
The Cobb-Dcuqlas production frontiers are assumed to be
linear homogenous; i.e.,
n
2 A + B C D =1
i=1 ij j j j
(2-5)

















Here £ , f , f r f , and f are the partial derivatives
1 ij ill Lj Kj
of the Cobb-Dcuqias production frontiers with respec- -o x ,
J
x , M , L , and K respectively. p , v , w , and r are
ii i j J i J J J
respectively the input price of x , the price of money, the
ij
wage rate and the price cf capital. t and p are the
j J
effective tax ra-e and the output price by the jth industry.
M „ L and K are quantity indices of money, labor and the
i j i
caoital (stock) by the jth industry respectively.
15

?rcm eguaticns (2-6) to (2-9), the following profi"1
maximizing input demand functions are obtained:
x = A (1-t ) p x / p (2-10)
ij
-J j j j i
M =2 (1-t ) p x / v {2-1 1)
j i j j j j
I = c (1-t )p x / w (2-12)
j i j j j j
K = D (1-t )p x / r (2-13)
j j j j j j
The Ccbb-Dcualas oroduction functions (2-U) and the inpu -
demand equations (2-10) tc (2-13) are combined to yield:
n
,lnx -A - z A in (A (1-t ) p x /? )
j cj 1*1 ij ij j j j j
- B ln(B (1-t )p x / 7 ) - c In (C (1-t )p x / w )
1 j J 1 j j j j j j j j
- D In (D (1-t ) p x / r )
1 1 1 J i j
n
= lnx - (A + z A lr.A + 3 InB + C InC +D lr.D )
1 cj i*1 ij ij j j j j j j
n
- ( Z A B C + D ) (In (i-t ) + lnp + lnx )
i=1 ij j j j j j j
n
l A lnp + B lnv + C Inw + D lnr ...-(2-14)
i=1 ij j j j j j j j




alaetrically vanishes equations (2-14) and the following
Cobb-Eougias price frontiers are obtained:
lr.p - z A lnp = c - ln(1-t ) B lnv
1 i«1 ij J J J J J
+ C Inw + D lnr
J J J J
(2-15)
n
where c = - (A + z A In A E InB + C InC D InD )
j cj i=1 ij ij j j j j j j
The Cobb-Dcuqlas price frontiers (2-15) can be conveniently
represented as the followiig vector function:



























where c, In (1-t) , 3, C and D are n by n diagonal matrices of
c , ln(1-t ) , E , C and D respectively for i=1, 2, ...,n.
I is an n ty n identity matrix.
The Ccbb-Dcuaias price frontiers contain the effective
tax rate (t ), the price cf money (v ), the wage rate(w ),
i J J
the prica of capital (r ) , the input ela sticitie s (A , E ,
J i J J
C , E ) and the technical progress parameters{A ) as
i j o j
exoqenous input.
In general, the profit maximizing price level has a
positive relation with tax rates, the price cf money, the
waqe rata, the price of capital, and a negative relation
with the incut elasticities a r.d the technical progress
parameters. Ey jointly sclving the price frontier equations
(2-15), the n profit maximizing price levels is
obtained, i .e .
,
p = p (t , v , w , r , B , C , D , A , A ) .. (2-17)
i iljjjjjjojij
From the input demand equations (2-10) which were obtained
from the prcfit maxiaizing relations (2-16), the
input-output coefficient functions is derived:
x p
ij j
a = = A ( i-t ) (2-18)




From (2-17) and (2-13), the variable input-output
coeff icier. ts which ar? expressed in terms of the effective
tax raxes, the price of money, the wage rate, the pries of
caoital, input elasticities and the technical progress
parameters will fcp obtained;
na melv:
A = A (t , v , w , r , A , 5 , C , D , A , A )
ij ij : J J J J J J J oj ij
(2-19)
B. CIS PRCCUCTICN ANC PRICE FRONTIERS
There is ar. assumption that each industrial output is
oroduced by CES production frontiers. The Cobb-Douglas
frontiers are a special case of the CES frontiers.
-mi n -mi -m
j
-mj -mj
x - bx -cM -dL -eK =0
i i=1 ij ij j j j j j j
(2-20)
where mi is a substitution parameter of the jth industry
(mi >-1) . b ,c ,d and e are distribution parameters for
- J J J J
the intermediate inputs, money, labor service, and the
capital service, respectively.






















where F , F, F , F and F are the partial
i ii Mi lj kj
derivatives cf the CES production frontiers with respect ro
x , x , K , L , and K respectively.
i ii j i i
From equations (2-21) to (2-24), the following profit
maximizing input demand functions are obtained:
1 93
x = (b (1-t ) -— ) x
ii ii i f i
(2-25)
i qu






L = <d (1-t ) — - ) x




K = (€ (1-t ) --- ) X
j j j r j
(2-26)
fchere q is -che elasticity cf the substitution between
j
two inputs by industry j (i.e., q = 1/1+q ) .
j j
Ey jointly solving using the CSS production functions
(2-2 0) and the input demand functions (2-25) to (2-28) , the
following equations are obtained;
P
-qi n j qj -qj
x - l b (b (1-t ) ) x )
j i=1 ij ij j p j
i
] qu -qD
c ( (c (1-t ) ) x )
i i j ^ j
j
] qi -qn
d ((d (1-t ) — ) x )
1 j j * j
j
d qD -qi
e ( (e (1-t ) -— ) x )
j j j I j
j
(2-29)
Where the distribution parameter s (b , c , d , e ) add up to




Eb + c + d + e = 1
i=1 ij 1 j j
(2-29)
Equation (2-29) reduces tc the following CES price
frontiers. The output variable(x ) vanishes in the
j
equations. The CES price frontiers can be conveniently
rscrssanted in the matrix fcra:
















b = b (b (1-t ))










-mgj mqj -mqj mqj
Z = c (c |1-t |) .7 + d (d (1-t ) ) . w
j j i 1 j j j j j
-mqj mqj
+ e (e (1-t )) .r . (for j = 1, 2, . . . n)
j 1 j D
I is an n by n identity matrix.




From the profit maximizing input demand equations, the
variable input-output coefficients are derived.
x p
ij j qj
a = = (b (1-t ) ) (2-32)
ij x ij j p
j i
Ey jointly solving the CES price frontiers (2-31) , the
equilibrium industrial prices were obtained. These prices
deoend en the effective tax rate(t ), tha price of money
j
(v ) , the waae rate (w ) , the price of capital(r ) , the
i j j
substitution parameters (m ), the elasticity of substitution
j
(q ) and the distribution parameters (b , c , d , s ) .
1 ij j j j
These excqer.ous variables and parameters affect the
technical coefficients through the equilibrium price levels.
The CHS variable input-output coefficients deppend on
those exogenous variables and parameters:
a =a (t,v,w,r,m,g,b , c , d , e )... (2-33)
ii ij J 1 j j j j ij j j j
When the elasticity of substitution between two inputs




III. MULTIPLIER ANALYSIS AND OUTPUT DETERMINATION
Tabla I provides the basic structure of the variable
input-output modal.
TABLE I
The Structure of the Variable Input-Output Model
Exogenous Variable







































The model assumes that the input elasticities and the
technical progress parameters are independent of a change in
either crimary input prices or final demand components.
Exogenous variables to the model are the wage rate, the
price of capital, the price of money, the tax rates, and the
final demand components. Endogenous variables of the model
are technical coefficients, industrial outputs, income,
employment, industrial prices, interindustry transactions,
and various multipliers.
Any chanae in an exogenous variable affects the
technical coefficients and ether endogenous variables. It
is evaluated steo by step using the procedure by which the
exogenous variable changes those exogenous variables.
Ey taking a derivative of the price frontier equations
(2-16) with respect to the primary input prices and tax
rate, the fcllcwing price multipliers are obtained:
3lnp -1
= ((I - S) B) ' (3-1)
3lnv
3lnp -1




= ((I - S) D) • (3-3)
31nr
3lnp -1




Eguation (3-1) shows the relation between and rate of
change in the price of money and the corresponding change in
inflation rate. As the price of money becomes expensive, it
further increases the inflation rate. The service price of
money includes the cost of holding nor.ey. As people expect
more inflation (in the future), the price of money becomes
more expensive and it further increases the inflation rates.
Real estate speculation such as buying lands, housing, and
apartments is a clear sign that the price of money becomes
expensive. The low cost export financing is a government
effort to lower the price cf money.
Eguation {3-2) indicates the inflationary impact of the
wage rate. Establishment cf a minimum wage is often opposed
because it is inflationary. The inflationary impact of wage
increases is different depending en the wages of which
industry is hiked. The wags-related price multiplier
answers the auestion.
The price of capital includes the cost of capital and
the price cf lands. The interest payment and depreciation
of the capital stock are cart of the price of capital. An
increased lending rate on the purchase of a machine raises
the price cf capital which in turn raises the prices of all
commodities. The price of capital-related multipliers
answers how much the price of each commodity goes up when
there is a one percent increase in the price of capital for
26

the industry. The right-hand expression cf the equation
(3-3) denotes the service capital-related price multiplier.
Tax is a part cf business expense. Higher -.ax rates
increase the firms cost, and the firm may pass the cos- on
to the user cf the products. In our model, the non-tax
oortion(i-t) instead of the tax portion(t) will be used. As
the ncn-tax portion increases, firms lower the price level.
Since all ether industries now purchase cheaper products,
they lower the price of their porduct. This chain impact is
measured by the non- +ax- pert ion-related price multipliers.
The right-hand expression of equation (3-4) shows the
non-tax oorticn related price multipliers.
Next, the way by which primary input price affects the
variable input-output coefficients is evaluated. From
equation (2-18), the following relationship is evident:
lna = InA + In ( 1-t ) lnp - lnp (3-5)
ij ii j j i
Suppose that the wage is the only change in the economy,
the rate cf change in variable input-output coefficients due
to the wage chance can be identified as below:




(i, ji k « 1, 2, ... n)
The right-hand expression cf equation (3-6) are
identifiable from the equation (3-2). Suppose, there are
27

base year input-output coefficie nts (a , (t ) ) ; and the new
ij
coefficients (a , (t )) are evaluated after the wage change
ij 1
as below:
a (t ) = a (t ) .Exp (3 lnp - 3 Inp ) (3-7)
i 1 1 i j j i
(Note : Ina can be approximated by
i j
(Ina (t ) - lna (t) or In (a (t ) /a (t)). .
ij 1 ij ij 1 ij
The 31np and 3Inp are the change in
1 l
eguilifcrium prices due tc the wage change.
Similarly, the rate of change in variable input- output
coefficients resulting frcm a change in other primary input
prices such as the price of money and the price of capital
can he traced.
A change in intiut-cutput coefficients results in a
change in industrial outputs, income, and employment. Any
change in primary input prices not only affects the
inflation tut also the growth of the Korean economy. The
variable intut-cutput model identifies both industrial
rrowth and inflation for the Korean economy, a feature not
shared by the conventional input-output model.
The industrial outputs are determined by the usual
balance eguaticns:
-1
x = (I - U) y
where x = an n-component vector of output;
U = the variable input-output coefficients which
28

depend en the primary input prices, tax rates,
input elasticities and technical progress
parameters ;
y = final demand component vector.
A one-dollar change in final demand creates a chain
imoact on industrial outputs. The chain impact is traced by
the usual output, income, and employment multipliers. These
multipliers are calculated as belows.
There are definitions:
-1
W = (I - 0) : an r. by n direct and. indirect
requirement matrix.
(M , i, j = 1, 2,... n)
ij
h : an r. component vector of income
coef f icients
.
( h , i = 1 , 2 , . . . n)
i
e : an n component vector of employment
coefficients




output multipliers : TM = s W (3-9)
j i=1 ij
n _
income multipliers : IM = s W . h (3-10)
j i = 1 ij i
n _
employment multipliers : EM = z W . e (3-11)
j i=1 ij i
(j = 1, 2, ... n)
29

Sc far, there are assumptions that the market condition
is near cerfact competition, and the pries and output levels
are determined bv free market forces. The prices go up or
down in response to the change in input costs or technical
progress. When the costs of purchased materials, labor, or
capital equipment increase, the industries will charge
higher prices en their products. The higher prices of
output discourqes waste and the output sold in the market
becomes smaller.
However, the assumption of perfect competition and no
government intervention are far from reality in Korea. The
Korean government controls prices of mere than half cf the
crcducts produced in Korea. To make the model mere
realistic, it is assumed that the government controls seme
industrial prices and these prices enter the model
ex cgenously.
The prices charged ty the first k industries are
determined by free market forces and the remaining (n-k)
prices are fixed by government intervention. The price
frontier equations( 2- 15) become as below:
n
lnp I A lnp
1 i«1 ij i
= c - ln(1-t ) + B lnv + C lnw
J J J J J J
n
+ D lnr E A lnp (3-12)
j j i=k+1 ij i
(1=1, 2, . .. n)
30

The orice levels of the first k industries are jointly
determined by the k price frontiers (3-12) . The government
regulated prices (p , i = k+1, k+2, ...,n) affects the
i.
equilibrium crice levels. The variable input- output
coef f icier.ts are determined by equation (2-13) . All other
derivation will work for this case. The only cha r.ge in the
(n-k) regulated prices enter the model exogenously for the




The 60 sector interindustry transaction table compiled
by Bank of Korea for 1980 [Hef- 9] was used as the base data
for this study. The 60 sector transaction was aggregated
into a ten sector model. The aggregation was dona by adding
columns and rows of the transaction matrix. Table II
provides the industrial classification of the ten sector
model.
The ten-sector model includes four energy industries and
six non-energy industries. The energy industries are coal
mining, coal products, petroleum products, and electricity
and qas
.
The non-energy industries include primary
industries, manufacturing and construction, commercial
service, ether industries, government enterprise, and grains
and meat processing. Primary industries include
agriculture, fisheries, and mining except for coal mining
and grain farming. Non-energy related manufacturing
industries are included in manufacturing and construction






Ten Sector Model Industrial Code bv
60 Sector BOK Model
1. Primary industry 2-6, 3, 9.
2. Manufacturing and 11-15, 17-26, 28-30, 33,
construction 34, 36-45.
3. Comxercial service 49, 54, 56.
4. Other industry 55-60.
5. Coal lining 7.
6. Coal predicts 32.
7. Petroleum products 31.
8. Electricity and gas 47.
9. Government enterprise 16, 27, 35, 46, 48, 51-53
10. Grair.s and meat 1, 10.
prccessinq
A. INPUT ELASTICITIES
From the 1980 input-output transation matrix, input
elasticities, labor coefficients, capital coefficients, and
effective tax rates were computed. Under the Cobb-Douglas
oroduction frontiers, the input elasticities become the
input share after tax (the Cobb-Dcuglas production frontier
will be used in this study because of difficulty of
obtaining reliable elasticity of substitution by each







i 1 ( 1 - 1 ) p x
J J J
(4-1)
The labor coefficients and capital cceffician-s are obtained










The service cf mcney is not identifiable from the 1980
input-output transaction table. It is included in the
service cf capital (K ).
1
The input elasticity shows the output response to the
input change. For example, the primary input elasticity
with raspect to the petroleum prcduct is 0.7760. It implies
that a one percent change in primary input will change 0.776
r'ercent cf the petroleum products. It is intuitively clear
that the crude petroleum is the major input to the refinery
products.
The largest input elasticity fcr the primary industry is
the capital input which is 0.4937, followed by labor input,
0.1515; and manufacturing input, 0.1030. These three inputs
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The enerqy inputs to the primary industry constitute less
than five percent of the primary output:.
As expected, 0.U690, to the manufacturing industry,
followed by the capital input, 0.1379; labor input, 0.1112;
oriraary input, 0.0622 and commercial service, 0,0614.
Major sources of energy to the manufacturing industry
are electricity and refinery products. Its input elasticity
is 0.0300, fcr refinery products and 0.0182 for the
electricity and gas.
Labor is the single largest input into coal mining. The
labor coefficient to coal mining is 56.71 percent followed
by the capital input, 0.1248; primary, 0.0896; and
manufacturing and construction, 0.0815. The electricity is
the major source of energy to the ccal mining industry. Its
input elasticity is 0.0496, followed by the petroleum
or o ducts, 0.0 102.
Crude petroleum is the largest input to the petroleum
3roduct industry. Its input elasticity is around 0.7760,
followed by the capital input, 0.1054. The labor input
elasticity is very small, 0.0244, which reflects the highly
automated refinery system. The electricity industry burns a
lot cf fuel oil to run the generators. The petroleum
product input elasticity for the electricity generating
industry is 0.5046, followed by the capital input, 0.2094;
commercial service, 0.0907; labor input, 0.0901; and
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government entercrise, 0.0503. The heavy use of refinery
products for the electricity generation reflects the
dominance of the thermal power plants over the hydro power
slants in Korea. Approximately 90 percent of the eictricity
is supplied by the themai power plants.
The effective tax rates va xy from 0.1382 on refinery
products to -0.0632 on zhe coal mining industry. The
negative tax rates imply subsidy by the government.
B. MULTIPLIES ANALYSIS
The orimary inputs were divided into labor, capital, and
money. The 1980 input-output transaction table provides a
combined figure of the payments for capital and money
services. Instead of separating these two, they are
combined, and will be called the capital-money input.
An increase in the wage rate is considered to be
inflationary because the firm passes the cost increase on
the final users ty raising the price of output assuming the
profit margin is not adjusted. All ether industries which
use the product as input are forced to increase thier prices
since the input cost has risen. The wage-related price
multipliers answer the question.
The price increase due to the wage hike is relatively
mild in most industries. The least inflationary impact due







non-tax waos capital-money cutout
Primary -0.03899 0.005891 0.019200 0.01759
Manufacturing -0.04659 0.0C5080 0.006299 0.02768
Commecial svc -0.01865 0.002361 0.012740 0.01396
Other industries -0.01544 0.0C6929 0.002181 0.01882
Coal mining -0.01702 0.00965a 0.002125 0.01717
Coal products -0.01034 0.000604 0.000929 0.02546
Petro products -0.C238C 0.0005813 0.002509 0.02363
Electricity -0.01259 0.001134 0.002636 0.02476
Gov't enterprise -0.02194 0.004495 0.005068 0.02231
Grain S Meat -0.01324 0.0C0577 0.009005 0.01564
industry ( .000577)
,
followed by petroleum refining
(0.0005313), ccal product industry (0.000604) , electricity
(0.001134), and commercial service industry (0 .002361) . The
insensiti vit y of the wage hike en inflation is because the
cost cf labor share is ninimal in these industries. The
labor share of grain and meat industry is only 4.36 percent
and that of cetrcleum refining is 2.44 percent. Industries
such as coal mining, other industries, government
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enterprise , and primary industries, which have relatively
high labor ccsts compared with other costs have relatively
significant inflationary impacts when a wage hike is
introduced. The largest inflationary impact comes to the
coal mining industry. A one percent increase in wages in
the ccal mining industry results in a 0.9654 percent
increase in crice levels. The inflationary impact of a one
percent wage hike is 0. CC5891 for primary, 0.005030 for
manufacturing, 0.002351 for commercial service, 0.004495 for
government enterprise, and 0.006 929 for other industries.
Thc capital-money input includes the services of both
money and cacital. Any payment for the service is part of
costs. Payment cf interest, cost cf capital and land prices
are examples cf such costs. An increase in these costs is
oassed on the user of the products. The primary industry,
which spends around fifty percent cf its value of production
on the capital- money service, has the largest
ca pi tal-mcney-related price multipliers. This implies that
a one percent increase in the price of capital and money
will increase the inflation rates for the Korean economy by
1.92 percent. Ccmmercial service, which depends more than
68.32 percent on capital and money service, has the second
largest capital-mcney-related mu Itipliers (0. 1274) , followed
by grain and meat (0. 009005) , manufacturing (0.006299), and
government enterprise (0. 005068) . The industries such as
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coal mining, ccal products, petroleum products, electricity,
and other industries, have relatively small
capital-money-related multipliers, a value between 0.000429
and 0.002636.
The amount of tax on industry is part of the expenses
which firms pass on thier output prices. If more taxes are
imposed on industries, the rate of inflation will rise. The
model computes the non-tax portion tax related price
multiplier instead of the tax related price multiplier. The
non-tax related price multiplier shows how much a tax cut
contributes th the fight against inflation. The largest
non-tax pcrticn related price multiplier comes to the








government enterprise (-0 . 021 94) . Coal products has the
least non-tax related price multiplier (-0. 1034)
.
Electricity and arain S meat are relatively smaller non-tax
related price multipliers. The study shows that a tax hike
is mere inflationary than either a wage hike or a
cacital-money price hike. Although there is industrial
variation, the tax cut, particularly in manufacturing and
orimary industries, is the most affective way to fight-
inflation while keeping the rate of growth of the money
stock constant. Any deficit financing by printing more
money and simultaneous tax cut won't work because the
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capital men €v-r elated pries multipliers are strong in
primary, manufacturing, and commercial service industries.
The model tentatively suggests that a tax cut alone could be
the test way to fight inflation. A wage hike contributes
mildly to inflation. It is clearly not the key factor in
Korean inflation. Taxes and the capital-money prices are
the key sources of inflation in the Korean economy in
addition tc the trices of imported goods.
The capital-money related price multipliers are
relatively small for the industries which are subsidized by
the government, either by lower interest rate loans, or by
direct subsidy as in the case cf coal mining, petroleun
refinery, electricity, government enterprise, and other
social commercial industries. The rate cf growth of the
money supply and interest rates en loans are the key factors
to increase the service price cf capital-money input.
Cne dollar spent on a final demand creates mere than one
dollar output for the economy. Such a chain impact is
measured ty the output multipliers. In general, the
industry «hich has the smaller value added coefficients
provides the larqer output multipliers. The manufacturing
industry provides the largest output mu ltiplier (0. 2768) ,
followed ty coal products (0. 02546) f electricity (0. 2476) ,
pe trcleum (0. 02363) , government enterprise (0. 02231 ) , and
primary industry (0. 01759 ) . Commercial service industry
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which has the largest value added ccefficients (0. 00909) has
the smallest output multiplier.
C. SIMULATION ANALYSIS
The 1979 CP5C price hike and the world wide inflation,
particularly in the U.S., are considered to be the main
source of the Korean inflation. At least, these import
related cost-increases play a pivotal role in Korean
inflation. To cay high energy and import costs, industry
needs more money. A shortage of money will lead the economy
to recession and more une uployme nt
.
To avoid the apparent
recession, government increases the supply of money which
fuels -he rampaging inflation further. Labor demand higher
waaes to catch up the cost of living. Government has no
choice but tc increase the ceiling on the essential
commodity prices to allow the industries to recover the cost
increases. The vicious circle cf inflation struct the
Korean economy hard in 1579 when the OPEC countries raised
thier crude cetrcleura prices three times within less than
seven months.
Ey using the variable input-cutput model, the inflation
and recession en the Korean economy which results from the
OPEC price hike will be sinulated.
Consider the following three cases of price hike.
(1). Only the petroleum price is hiked with all other




(2). Prices of all energies are hiked while other
government control prices remain unchanged. The
energies include coal mining, ccal products,
petrcleum products, and electricity and gas;
(3) . Prices of all energies and other government
controlled items are increased.
The inflationary impacts on primary, manufacturing and
construction, commercial services, and other industries will
be evaluated for each of the three cases.
A ten percent increase in price of petroleum product-
boosts the price of primary products by 0.52 percent, the
orice of manufacturing and construction by 0.65 percent, the
service price ty 0.14 percent, and other price by 0.27
percent. The net impact en the petroleum price hike is very
mild. A forty cercent increase in the petroleum price only
results in 2.06 Dercent price increase in primary price, and
2.59 percent increase in manufacturing price. Commercial
service price is up 0.54 percent by the forty percent
oetrcleum price hike.
Thr OPEC price hike itself is not that inflationary.
The concern on CPEC price hike is because of its "snow-ball"
effect. The inflationary forces accumulate as they proceed
to succeeding rounds. It is assumed that all energy prices


















10% 0.52 0.65 0. 14 0. 27
2 OS 1.03 1.29 0. 27 0.54
30* 1. 45 1 .9a 0. 41 0.31
U058 2.06 2.59 0. 54 1.07
Prices cf
all en er-
gies a r e
hiked by
10% 0. 63 1 .06 0. 27 0. 46
20% 1. 26 2.12 0. 55 0.91
3 0% 1 .90 3.18 0. 82 1.37
40% 2. 53 4.24 1. 09 1. 83
Prices cf
energy and




10% 1.78 2.96 0.85 1. 45
20% 3. 54 5.84 1.69 2.88
30% 5.46 9.15 2.57 4. 41
4 0% 7.08 11.68 3. 38 5.76
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There is a simulation of the variable input-output model
bv raising prices of all energies which include coal mining,
coal products, electricity and gas, and petroleum product.
A ten percent increase in all energy prices forces the
primary orics up by 0.63 percent; the manufacturing price up
by 1.06 percent; the commercial service price up by 0.27
percent, and ether prices up by 0.U6 percent.
A forty percent increase in ail energy prices only
results in a mild inflation. Primary price and service
jrices increase only 2.53 percent and 1.09 percent
respectively. Manufacturing price increased by u. 24 percent
due to the forty percent er.ergy price hike. It did net rise
to twenty percent inflation which the Korean economy has
experienced for several years.
Tc investigate the ,f sncw-bal 1" effect of inflation, all
energy prices and other government controlled prices are
raised.
A ten percent increase in all government controlled
r>rices including energy prices result in somewhat strong
inflationary impact. The manufacturing price goes up as
much as 2.96 percent, followed by the primary price, 1.78
percent and ether price, 1.45 percent. The commercial
service price was still a minimal increase, 0.85 percent. A
forty percent trice hike could boost the manufacturing
prices as much as 11.68 percent and the primary price by
45

7.08 percent. The commercial service and other prices are
only up by 3.3 8 percent and 5.76 percent respectively.
There is an assumption -hat there are no changes in
final demand components in these simulations. It is net
surprising that Korean inflation runs around twenty percent
if all other inflationary sources such as taxes, interest on
loans, wage hike, particularly -hat of skilled labor and
other impcrtir.g costs are added.
fchat are the best ways to step inflation? Monetarists
blame the rapid increase in money stock as the cause of the
surging inflation. Fiscalists blame the uncontrollable
outside sheck such as the OPEC price hike and the inflation
on imported goods. An increase in the money supply is
frequent acticr to avoid depression and mass unemployment.
.
The model sees the "snow -ball" effect as the source of
the Korean inflation. The OPEC price hike, import price
hike, or wage hike alone creates a mild inflationary
oressure. Rampaging inflation ccmes as these costs pass en
other prices.
A lack of competition among suppliers suggest that the
firms could charge virtually any prices for their products.
These outside shocks provide justification for price
increases. The price increase is usually done by a
negotiation between government and the industries. It
appears that government accepts the inflated industry ccst
U6

data which worsens the "snow-ball" effect. Another aspect
of Korean inflation is an unpredictable increase in money
stock which makes the price cf money expensive. The high
cost of holding money makes speculative investment more
attractive, which in turn accelerates the price of money and
inflation
.
The present model provides a tool by which government
can minimize the "snow-ball" effect on Korean inflation.
Next, -the growth impact of the supply shock will be
discussed. The variable in input -out put model [Ref. 10] is
simulated to see haw much recession is expected to come when
each cf the three cases is implemented into the model. The
distinguishirg feature cf the present model is its
capability to allow the optimizing behavior of firms. Firms
substitute less expensive inputs for expensive ones. Given
final demand, the industry which produces expensive products
slews down its growth because of the shrunken demand by
other industries. Facir.g the input cost increase, firms
ootiaiiza their industrial mix so as to minimize their ccst.
In this process, the industrial structure and the technical
coefficients change. The conventional input-output fails to
incorporate such optimizing behavior of firms.
Consider the following three cases:
(1) . Only petroleum prices are hiked.
(2) . All energy prices are hiked.
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When the price cf petroleum product is hiked by a ten
percent, the demand for petroleum products drops and that
for ether energies goes up. The petroleum demand is down by
as much as 17.5 percent. Electricity and gas demand goes up
by 0.332 percent. The petroleum price hike forces industry
and consumer to buy more coal and coal products. Their
demands are up by 0.184 percent and 3.094 percent. As
expected, overall industries slew down their growth rates.
Manufacturing industry reduces its output oy 0.74 1 percent.
The growth rate of primary industry and that of the
commercial service industry are down by 0.492 percent and
0.069 percent respectively.
A drastic increase in petroleum price, let say a thirty
percent increase, forces firms to switch to other sources cf
energy. In this case, the electricity demand is up by as
much as 1.005 percent, followed by coal mining, 0.561
percent, and coal products, 0.285 percent. These energy
demands are the net effect of more demand by substitution
and less demand hy recessions. The thirty percent price
hike hurts the manufacturing and construction industry most.
Its growth rate is down by 2.203 percent. The primary
industry and commercial service slew down their growth by
1.408 percent and 0.077 percent respectively.
The initial effect cf any drastic increase in the
petroleum price is rather mild both on inflation and
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recession. Tc investigate the "snow-ball" effect on
recession, the model by increasing prices of all energies is
simulated. There are clear signs of substitution from
energies to ncn-energy inputs.
A ten percent increase in price of ail energies reduces
demand for ccal mining by 14.19 percent, demand for ccal
products bj 11.99 percent, demand for petroleum products by
16.85 percent, and demand for electricity by 15.33 percent.
Industries purchase more products and service provided by
non-energy government enterprise. Its growth has increased
by 0.348 percent after the ten percent price hike. The
grain and meat industry is also stimulated by the energy
substitution. Its demand grows by 0.307 percent.
The growth rates of primary, manufacturing, and service
industries slew down. The primary industry is down by 0.195
percent, manufacturing down by 1.178 percent, and commercial
service down by 0.048 percent. A thirty percent price hike
of all energy prices reduce the growth rate of primary by
0.443 percent, that of manufacturing by 3.476 percent, and
that of commercial service by 0.122 percent. The primary
industry is mere stimulated when prices of all energies are
hiked than when only price of petroleum product is hiked. A
thirty percent price hike in petroleum product alone hampers
the growth of primary industry by 1.408 percent whereas a
thirty percent cf price tike in all energies reduces the
growth of primary industry only by 0.443 percent.
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An increase in the growth rate en primary industry from
-1.408 to -0.443 indicates a clear sign of substitution
between energy and primary input. As an illustration of
such substitution, it may be considered the case where
industries buy mere animal-fish oil, vegetable fuel such as
alcohol, or methane from animal waste, instead of buying
conventional energies which are now too expensive. Also
there is mere demand for the products and services by
non-energy government enterprises. what would happen to
Korean economy if all energy prices and government
controlled prices go up? When energy controlled prices go
up, the industries and households consume mor~ primary
products and commercial services. The model predicts that a
ten percent increase in price of all energies and governmen-
contrclled items could stimulate the primary industry by
2.30 percent, and the conciiercial service industry by 0.378
percent. However, the manufacturing industry would slow
down as much as -2.2 15. ft thirty percent increase in all
government ccntrclled items including energies could
stimulate the primary industry as much as 7.49 percent and
the commercial service industry by 1.342 percent. The
manufacturing industry would be down by 6.337 percent. All
energy demands are down somewhere between 29.47 percent to




7 . CC NC L OSI CN
Growth, inflation, and energy are the crucial issues
which the Korean economy faces today. h variable
incut-output node! was employed as a tool for such an
investigation. The model responds to the industry's efforts
to subsritute less expensive inputs for expensive ones.
Industries are very sensitive to the cost change.
The supply shock such as the OPEC price hike, wage hike,
or import price hike has a rather mild initial impact on
inflation and growth. The aggravating thing is the
"snow-ball" effect. To iiinimize the "snow-ball" effect,
government should promote the competition among suppliers
and minimize the cost of holding money so that the price of
money is cheacer. Tax and price of money have rather large
orice multipliers.
Efficiency through competition and reduction of price of
money through stable expectation are the long-run solution
for stagflation. The statle expectation may be formulated
by the steady growth of money and competition will be
promoted by reducing unessential government controls,
regulations, and subsidy. However, the short-run solution
for the stagflation is tc minimize the "snow-ball" effect.
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